KABLOONA
hunt had stimulated their appetites, they had embarked upon
a feast. Each had a huge chunk of meat in his hands and mouth,
and by the soundless flitting of their arms made immeasurably
long in the shadows on the wall, I could see that even before
one piece had been wholly gobbled their hands were fumbling
in the basin for the next quarter. The smell in the igloo was of
seal and of savages hot and gulping. From where I lay their
faces appeared to me in profile, glistening with fat and running
with blood; and with their flattened crania, their hair cover-
ing their foreheads, their moustaches hanging low over their
mouths, — at least Tutiak's moustache, — their enormous jaws,
they inspired in me so ineradicable a notion of tlie Stone Age
that I think always of this scene when I read or hear of pre-
historic man.
I have seen astonishing things, in remote places and not
merely in circuses. In the New Hebrides, for example, I have
unpacked my own meat in a circle of cannibals and have seen
in their eyes a gleam that was perhaps more interesting than
comforting. Here, in this igloo, all that I had seen before was
now surpassed. There were three men, and there must have
been fifty pounds of meat. The three men attacked that meat
with the rumblings and growlings of animals warning their kind
away from their private prey. They ground their teeth and
their jaws cracked as they ate, and they belched — Tutiak most
wonderfully of all — with long cavernous fatty belchings as of
brutes drowned in contentment. The walls of the igloo were
horrid with the ruddy dripping of bloody spittle. And still they
ate on, and still they put out simian arms and turned over with
indescribable hands morsels in the beginning disdained and now
become dainties greedily swallowed. And still, like beasts, they
picked up chunks and flung them almost instantly down again
in order to put their teeth into other and perhaps more succu-
lent bits. They had long since stopped cutting the meat with
their circular knives: their teeth suflaced, and the very bones of
the seal crackled and splintered in their faces. What those
teeth could do, I already knew. When the cover of a petrol
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